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A STUDY OF THE RIGHT HELICOID. 
I. The Generation of the Helicoid . 
The helicoid is a surface generated by a curve, 
plane or twisted, which is rotated about a fixed line 
as an axis and at the same time is translated in the di-
rection of the axis with a velocity that bears a constant 
ratio to the rate at which the curve is being rotated . 
Th e right helicoid, the surface under discussion in this 
paper, is that particular type of helicoid in which the 
gen erator is .a straight line perpendicular to the axis 
of rot at i on . It 
II. The Derivation of the Equations of the Helicoid . 
The derivation of the equations of the helicoid 
de~ends directly on the equations of a circular helix 
which is defined in the following manner.~ As in the 
figure ( 1) , 
/' 
/ 
) . 
UN ote~ In the remainder of the paper the term helicoid 
is used only in the sense of right helicoid . 
C2.For the r.lethod used see Eisenhart pages 1 and 2 . 
( 2 ) 
let a line segment PD of constant length a and perpendic-
ul a r to a line OZ at D be revolved about OZ as an axis. 
If PD is translated in the direction of OZ with a veloc-
ity bearing a constant ratio to its rate of rotation 
about OZ, the locus of P is called a ciroular helix. To 
e xpress the equations of this loous in the parameter form, 
let OZ be taken as the z axis and the initial position of 
PD as the x axis. Also, let the angle between the initial 
p osition of PD and any of its subsequent positions be de-
noted by v. Then the equations of the circular helix may 
be written in the form, 
( I ) 
where k is a constant determined by the velocity of the 
translation of D with respect to the rate of the rotation 
of PD. The first two equations express the condition that 
P lies on a cylinder and the third that P rises uniformly 
on the cylinder. 
If in the equations {II, the constant length a 
is replaced by a variable u, the equations are of the 
form 
( 2 ) 
That these equations (2) represent the helicoid is eviden~ 
for, since the point P ha s been replaoed by a line of 
length u, the equations are those of a surface generated 
by a line perpendicular to an axis and simultaneously rOM 
tated about and translated in the direotion of the axis . 
The constant k has the same signifioance in the equations 
(2) as in the equations (I), while by analogy v in the 
equations ~2) denotes the angle which a plane thru the 
generating line and the z axis mfl,kes wi th the xz plane . 
The parameter lines are then, the straight lines whioh 
represent each position of the generating line and the 
helices which any p oint of the generator traoes . This 
may be seen analytically by letting v equal a constant, 
( 3 ) 
in which case the equations 
( 3 ) 
a, b, and ~ d enoting constants, are those straight lines 
perpendicular to the z axis, 1. e. are the generators of 
the surface; simi~arly by letting u equal a constant the 
equations of a circular helix, 
(4) ;t.:~ c..n(f" I~ e.(U->1rJ J 't-;fiv) 
are obtained for every value of the constant c. ~hese 
parameter lines are r epr e sented in the figure (2J. 
Figure (2). 
S,ne surface froM t 0 points of vio • 
( 4) 
III. ~he Helicoid - A Ruled Surfaoe. 
Since as seen in part II there is a system of 
straight lines on the heliooid, it may be thoueht of as 
a ruled surfaoe. It is easily shown that the prinoipal 
normals to a helix are ~erpendicular to and intersect the 
axis of the helix. Thus the helicoid is a skew ruled 
surface whos e generators are the principal normals to the 
directrix curve whi ch is a helix. 
IV. The Val'ue s of the Fundamental Quantities of the 
Helicoid. 
The computation of the first and second set of 
fundamental quantitie s, the element of arc and the mean 
and total curvatures of the helicoi~)as given by the 
equations (2) leads to the following results: 
Ed P = 0 ~: ~~ t ~' 
!1 = -=~&'----­
r 1.<.' 1- Pr> 
~tt ~~) clv/ 
_ a ~ 
etA. ~ t ~' r 
N ~ 0 
+ ++ ,: D. 
J, J • 
V. . he Asymtotic Lines on the Helicoid. 
Sinoe Land N are zero the asymtotio lines on 
the heliooid are the parameter lines them8elves~the dis-
cussion of which was ei ven in par t II. 
MFor the definitional values of these quantities 
see S cheffers Part I I: Anhang Tafel XI an d XI I. 
{JJ Ei senhart page 129. 
( 5 ) 
VI. The Curvature at Any Point of the Helicoid. 
From the value of H as Biven in part IV, it 
follows that each pOint of the surface the curvature in 
the two principal normal sections are equal in absolute 
value but of unlike sign and the helicoid has therefore 
hyperbolic curvature at each point and is furthermore a 
minimal surface. 
VII. The Equations of the Lines of Curvature on the 
Helicoid. 
The equations by means of which the lines of 
curvature are given may be obtained by substituting in 
the formula(f) 
::: 0 
G N 
the values for E, F. G. L. ~ and n as given in part IV 
and are of the form 
( 5 ) 
The integration of this gives the equations 
( 6 ) 
wherein a is the constant of integration . The two sys-
U~cheffers Part II Anhang Tafel XII . 
( 6 ) 
terns of lines of curvature on the helicoid are obtained 
from the equations (6) and (2). 
VII. The Conformal Representati on of the Helicoid on a 
Plane. 
The geometrical interpretation of the lines ot 
curvature will be made thru the aid of the conformal re-
pres entation of the helicoid on a plane. A surface is 
defined as being represented conformally upon another 
if between the two surfaces there is a one to one corres-
ponden oe of points, and if angles between corresponding 
lines on the surfaces are equal, or in .other words if 
corresponding portions of the aurfaces are similarP) A 
set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the con-
formal representation of one surface upon another are 
the following: (1) 
( 7 ) 
where the primed quantities refer to the surface on which 
the first is conformally represented and where the fac-
tor of proportionality t Y is a function of the parameters. 
Isometric curves on a surface are parameter CUMffiS 
which are perpendicular and have equal elements of arc 
or ge ometrically speaking isometric curves are su~~ that 
they divide the surface into infinitesimal squares. A 
set of conditions for isometric parameters on a surface~) 
is 
T;; O. 
If this type of parameter is use d on a surfaoe, the sur ... 
(})S ee Eisenhart Article 42. 
[t)S e e Eisenhart Article 42. 
(.3, See Eisenhart Arti cle 40. 
(If In ee S cheffers Part I I, Satz 25. 
( 7 ) 
faoe may then be represented conformally on a plane, the 
parameter lines on the stlrface may be chosen as corres-
ponding to the polar ooordinates of the plane .0 
Thus in order that the helicoid may be so re-
presented conformally ~pon the plane, it will be suffici~t 
to express it in isometric parameters. The element of 
arc of the helicoid given in part IV may be expressed in 
the following form 
If new parameters U and V are introduoed by means of the 
relations 
which also may be written as 
V-= tr ) 
then the element of arc appears in the form 
( 8 ) 
from which it is at once seen that the U, V parameter 
lines form an isometric system. The equations of the 
helicoid when u and v are replaoed by U and V assume the 
form 
X= r{~UU-U),-",V) r-rli U+J-U),a0 V, 1.' iv ) 
II)S chaffers Part I, :3 . 28 
( a ) 
and the equations by means of which the lines of curva-
turo are obtained assume from the equations (5) the 
form 
( 10 ) 
whero c equals log a. 
In the course of the following section it ill 
be well to have clearl in mind the correspondence be-
tw e en tho curves on the helicoid and the polar cccrdinates. 
~he ~, V ~arumeter curves are again the helices and 
straight line ~enerators discussed in part II, the only 
difference being that the helices are differentl ordered . 
Iso in order that the r a parameter curves of the co-
or dinate DI ane may form an isometric s~stem it is necess-
ar y to introduce the ne parameters (J) 
lT~ ~~ 
or i n other words t o rearrange the concentric circles . 
Hence to the straight line generators (V = v ~ cons nt) 
and the helices (U = log (u- ru~k') } there corres!,ond in 
the plane the radio vectors (0 = e = constant) and the 
concentric circles (R = log r = constan t). 
VIII. ~he eometrical Interpre t ation of the Lines of 
urvature on the Helicoid • 
• h o grap h of the e~uations (10) in a plane 
Ihere and V are used as polar coordinates is that of 
a d ouble infinity of spirals similar to those of the 
fi gure 3 h ich, starting out froID the origin in opposite 
directions under the same angles, form the diagon a ls of 
the net of coordin te curves . 
S ince the helicoid is re p res nted conformall 
on the l a ne in the m nner st doscribed in ,art II, 
the linos of c rvature on the former are the curves hich 
as h o n in thE> fi re ( 4 ) or the diaconals of the not of 
V par ameter curves. 
J)S cheffers Part I • 128 . 
(e-o..) .-
( 8b ) 
• 
F i g ur e (t1). 
(9 ) 
IX. The Applioability of the Catenoid to the Heliooid . 
Since the elemen~ of arc of the helicoid, as 
seen by the equation (7), may be expressed in the form 
d ~ \- -:: y." 1- ( d u I- ~ d V~) 
where m ~ is a function of U alone, the helicoid is appli-
cable ~o some surface of revolution!1 Mhe term applica-
ble has the signaficance that the co r responding portions 
of the two surfaces in the neighborhood of every point 
instead of being similar as in conformal representation 
are equal and can therefore be bent so as to coincide . 
In other words there is a one to one corresponden oe 
suoh that corresponding angles and elements of arc are 
equal and hen c e the factor of proportionality of the 
equation (7) is unity . { ~) The determination of the geodes -
ics on the helicoid can be made to advantage by the study 
of the geodesics on that surface of revolution which is 
applicable to the helicoid. To find the type of surface 
of revolution appllcable to the helicoid i . e . to deter-
mine the form of the function in the equation of any 
surface of revolutiOn , 
- -k. (2..0, (r ) (II) ) 
in order that the elements ' f arc on each surfaoe shall 
be equal . The following met b odl)J may be used . 
If a is equated to TIl:. neL the. ~s'l lting equation 
is solved for U as a funotion f U, the value 
is obtained. he expression for fUi;Jrnay nOw be derived 
from the relation 
WEisenhart Article 46. 
~~isenhart Article 43 . 
O~isenhart Artiole 46 . 
( 10 ) 
and has the form 
Hence the surfaoe of revolution applicable to the heli-
coid is given by the equations 
(12) 
which are recognized as'b~Rte~~~tin§x~scatenoid of revo-
lution formed by revolvrngA~he ca~enary 
The element of arc of the catenoid assumes the 
form 
It is at once evident that if the constants k and bare 
chosen equal and the parameters of the two surfaces are 
related by the equations 
( 13 ) "k. .. " w" t ~ ... ) tr r /J 
then the elements of arc of the two surfaces are equal. 
The next problem is to vi sualize by means of 
the relations (13) the manner in which a portion of the 
( 11 ) 
catenoid has to be bent in order to m ke it coincide with 
a corres~onding ~ortion of the helicoid. The leneth of 
arc of any of the meridian s e ctions of the catenoid mea-
sured from the points on the minimal circle has the value ffl 
By means of the eauations (13) u, the distance from the 
z axis of the helicoid along any of its generating lines 
may be expressed in the form$ 
and it is seen that the u of the helicoid is equal to 
the arc g described above. Hence to a point at a dis -
tance s measured along a catenary ('=c) from the mini 1 
circle there corres~onds on the helicoid a ~oint at a 
d is tan ce u from the z axis along a straight line cenera-
tor wh ose projection on the xy plane makes an angle 
(v=c) with the x axis. The folloving table obtained by 
means of tlis relation shows the correspondence of the 
curves on the tvo surfaces. 
On the In.teno id. On the Helicoid . 
u = ~ar iable t v z axis. a 
u = constant r lelix 
var iub Ie a v a 
s = Con stan t ~ 
v a variable j a p~r~tfgte . 
s a v ar i a b 1 e r ~ = constant ~ a catenary. 
u a variable T a straight 
v = cons tant ) line generat~. 
Therofore the minimal parallel c i (c1~ on the catenoid corres-
ponds to the z axis of tl e helicoid lhile in general ar-
allel circles corres~ond to helices and catenaries to 
straight line gene ratora."'hese same results . be obtained in 
O\3tegemann Article 88 - A fgabe 7. 
( 12 1 
one step as follows: the catenoid expressed in u. v 
parameters in given by the e quat ions 
~hen v is a constant the curves of these equations are 
catenaries ~nd when u is a constant the curves are circle~ 
A summary of these results shows that in general catenar-
ies and parallel circles on the catenoid correspond to 
straight lines and helices on the helicoid res5§ctiyelV 
and in particular the minimal circle of the catenoid cor-
respond to the axis of the helicoid. 
As a result of these considerations, it appears 
that if the catenoid is cut thru the minimal parallel 
circle and one of the resulting halves cut along a merid-
ian section, then bent out until the minimal circle be-
comes the straight line AB of the figure (5) and finally 
plaoed on the helicoid SO that AB coincides with the z 
axis, the catenoid will fit exaotly on the helicoid. 
The meridian sections of the catenoid will coincide ~ith 
the generators of the helicoid and parallel circles will 
coincide with helices. Or from another point of vie) 
a half of the catenoid may be thought of as being twisted 
until the minimal circle becomes a straight line in which 
case as in the figures (6) the resulting surface is a 
portion of a helicoid. 
( 1 2 a) 
. Fi gu re (5) 
( 12b ) 
tel.) 
~) I 
Figure (6) 
~Tot O: Af.ter this pa.per laG co.pleted a. set 0 fignres 
wnich sugcested tne figures (51 and (6) a. found 
in ~he 1913 edition of ~chefrers on page ( ~ ' I 
nfla.ge II . 
( 13 ) 
x. The Geodesics on the Catenoid. 
The gOdesics on the catenoid are obtained by 
means of the formula 
(14) 
which is the first integral for the problem of the geo-
desin~ on any surface of revolution whose equations are 
(II). This first integral allows an important geometri -
cal interpretation which is useful in the discussion of 
the geodesics and may be derived as follows. If in the 
formula (14) values from the equations (11) are substi-
tuted for x,*. y and :t ' the relation ((j 
1s obtained. 
( 15 ) 
- t U 
Now consider the figure (7) which may be the icture of 
any surface of revolutfon. Let denote the angle that 
an eYement of arc PQ of a geodesic makes ~ith an para-
llel circle PN. Then. if PB and A' B' are neighbor-
ing meridians, in the infinitessimal triangle PP' the 
cosine of h a s the value 
( 16 ) 
As a result of this equation {16}, the equation (15) 
may be written in the form 
( 17 ) 
1/IKomm rell und Yornmerel l,I Band paee 116.& 117 
WJoachims t hal, rticle Ill. 
( 13a) 
/' 
./ 
Figure (7) 
(14) 
Thus, it is evident that the value of u cannot be lesa 
than c i. e. the ii coordinate .of a point ona geodesi!L 
~n never be less than the constant of integration. The 
e q u at i on (I 7 J c an a 1 sob e g i v en t he f 011 0 wi n g ge om e t ric a 1 
interpretation: at any point of a geodesic the product 
of the radius of a parallel circle and the cosine of t~e 
angte between theparalle1 oircle and the geodesic through 
that point is constant. 
One system of geodesies on the catenoid may be 
obtained at once directly from the equation (17). Since 
for the catenoid u equals or is greater than b, and since 
c is a constant of integration, a permissable set of 
values for the equation (17) is 
) C. :: 0 
which demands that cosine ~ equals zero. It appears from 
the equation (16) analytically and from the figure geo-
metrically that the meridian sections i. e. the cate-
naries form a system of geodesics. 
Other geodesiCS on the catenoid will now be ob~ 
tained from the elliptic integral 
( 18 ) 
which is the result of the substitution of the coordinates 
of the catenoid as given by equation (12) in thefirst 
integral (14). If the e~uation (18) is written in the 
form 
one solution is seen at once to be the equation 
(15) 
which represents the parallel circles. But since the 
only parallel circle which has the property characteris-
tic of every geodesic, n amel that its nrinci pal normals 
and the normals to the surface cOincideqis the least 
circle, a geodesic is obtained onl when c has the value 
b. Hence the minimal parallel circle on the catenoid is 
a geodesi c. 
~he remaining stud of the geodesics divides it-
se lf into three cases according as to whether in the 
elliptic inte gral (18) the constant of integration c is 
greater than less than or equal to b. 
Case A. 
If c~b the substitution 
( 19 ) 
reduces the equation (18) to an elliptic integral of the 
first class 
r If d f ( 20 ) )T"" t (k ~ 
Y 
= 
- ~)'~"1 
0 
in which k has the value 
In order to visualize the curves of the equations (19) 
and (2 0 ) u~on the catenoid, it will be of advantage to 
c n i er the following: 
.... 
a) As seen b the equation (19) u has a period 
of "if • 
(I ) __ isenhart, Article 57. 
(1 ) 
b) . If the com 1 te ntecr 1 
-t f If ~ \. .~\.{ 
0 
is denoted by V, i,en an incre~se of n 
ere 50S V by n In rtic 1 r to 
for u, the r e corres onds a 
s 0 a~proaches , k a pro 
ap~roaohes infinity . Also 8 c p 
ze r o an 27 a~ roa ol as 7T • 
0 ) mhe fol10 ing t 1e of 
the e nations ( I Cf) nd (UI) 
11 
I>=-' --, - --1 /) J . ~ If 
, " 
-::: , 
'" D'7 l,. 
. , i. 
f . J1. f, :;. -t / I J) L - J 
0'7 ",7 f ) 
sho IS th.t fo r !JOints on a goo as' 0 
o C'1 l.al to b ... (k , , ) - as the 
i ~ e' mm at r :. 0 1 . t . res poe t 0 V 
} ~rom th e u tion {17 . 
- "'" 
:: .:--
. ~ 
is seon to old . 
( 1 ) u ~ nroach s C from 
-
z ro o !?ro .. ro, 
l, app 0 chas 1- . tr'C 
:t, 
* Lf f ll 
rl0 
= 2 .... ( 
nd 
compo 
t., 
nd { 19 
n 
frO 
1 . 
"'h 
In -
or 
2· 
r c 
d rom 
r 1 n 
I 
I 
I 
I 
( I 7 ) 
deaic is tangent to the parallel circle 
a nd that as u approaches infinicty the eeodesic approaches 
perpendicularity to the parallel circles or in other 
words approaches catenaries asymt o ticnlly. 
e) FrOM these considerations it is clear that 
the pi cture of one of these eeodesics on the c tenoid is 
that of the figures (8) Fnd (9). 
f) ~he projection of the eeodesic of the figure 
( I ) on the x plane is se6n to be the vurv. of the fieure 
( 10 ) • 
g) Since in eeneral 2 radians is incooMensurable 
with 2 l radians and since c is any constant greater thnn 
b ) a Geodesic similar to that of the fie re (8) brancies 
out froM every point on an Darallel circle ey.ce~t the 
least. 
h) For a point on the catenoid (u , v) the equa-
tions (17) gives for ~ the value 
s the constant of inteeration c a proaches its mini::1um 
and rpaxinun valnes band u., .c ap_roaches a i s ~io~ts 
Cifr ' -:t- and zero decrees. wince c may ssume an 1 flnitc 
nunbe\ of valnes etween band u, throl~h any .oint not on 
the least circle there rasses a ~encil 0 geodesics. 
Case 
In this case the s bstitltion 
, . 
. ~, 
I 
I 
ot s hi 
17 J 
e 
r 
( 17b ) 
Fi gur e (9 ). 
,.Tote : ~his is th8 11cture f the Geodesio 'ith the size 
of the period ta cen into cJnsideration . 
f 
I 
( 18 ) 
( 21 ) 
reduces the e~uation (18) the to.elliDtic inteeral 
( 22) "ir ~-f J~ 
o r ) - ~').~ 'l{ 
in whi ch k has the value 
~ t 
The visualiza~ion of ~eone ics represented by these 
eruations (21) and (22) will be Made y a method simi -
lar to that ~f case A. 
a) ~ 8 inc a 8 e A, u ha sap e rio d 0 f TJ • 
b) 3imil r to case A, , has a period of - 2kV cor -
res~onding to the ~eriod of~ for U. Also as c appr02ches 
b, k approaches unity and 2kV a~proaches infinity . s 
c approaches zero, k apprOaches zero and 2k7 ap pro~ ches 
zero i. e . the eeode sic itself a proaches a catenary. 
c) Similar to case A, U is symmetrical ith re-
spect to equal kV. 
d) From the eruation (17) it is evident that 
for a poi n ton an y II 0, = c p n stan t, l. i s C..<i.> - I ~ . 
hus t rough the ~oint in Qleation here pass t 0 ~po esi~ 
on- ing in the first an one in the ourth nuadrant and 
mor e over these e;eodesics cut the ::>rallel circle. s a 
approaches infinity, .t ~pnroache s.f nd aeain the G odesic 
a . prof1.ches catenaries liS asyotote's . T h~se neridian sec-
tiona form an angle of -2kV \lith one £lnother . 
e) As a result 0 these facts it 
the ~ictnre of a geodesi c on the catenoit 
i scI e ar t hat 
is t at or the 
( 0 ) 
rOO 
( 18b ) 
Fi gure (12) 
Noto: This is the icture of the eodcsic , 11th the size 
of the period 2V taken into consideration. 
---
I 
( 19 ) 
f i gu res ( 11 ) .. 0:<.) 
f). ~he projection of the ~eodesi c on the xy 
plane is the graph of the figure (18 ) in ~hich the 
dotted line is the 9rojection of that part of the geodes -
ic which is on the lower half of the catenoid . 
are 
g) ~ince in general 2kV radians A incom~en9ur-
able with ? ~ radians and since c is lesn than b, a 
gpodesic similar to that of the figure (1 1 ) cra ses the 
minimal parallel circle at every point . "he fienle (13) 
shows the nrojeotions of some of the i~fiHite n'lr:ther of'-
€rod.esi os. 
h) For a point on the catenoi (\i, v) the 
equation (17) gives for ~ the value 
1:-: WJ- 1 
As the constant of integration c approaches its miniMum 
~nd MaximuM valpues 7.ero and h, .c apnrocches as its limits Jt and c,)p-I -r Since c rna ass'.U'le en infinite nUJ:l-
ber of values et.veen zero a.nd b thronch a point on an 
parallel circle there passes a pencil of peodesics . 
,as e C. c=b. 
,hen c eeuals b, the inteGral of the ccuation 
(18) has the form 
(23) 
substitution 
j GO} 
may be used in which case the eauation (23) mey e 
uitten as 
v I~ Jtf_ ~ t~ 7L if) = if ;- -;::-C4?~ 0 
or 
( 24) ~ V- "'" ~ tf : ~ U. 
This last equation (24) ~cy easily be eraphed on the cat-
enoid. [hen v a proaohes zero, U is infinite and as v 
approaches infinit u. approa ches b. Hence as in fieure 
(14) the geodesic is a spiral which starting at an in -
fini te r>0int on a catenary ".linds do\"n round the cate-
noid and approaches the minim 1 circle. ~he projection 
of the curve of the figure (14) in the xy ~lane is at 
once seen to be the sDiral of the figure (15) . Sin ce 
in this case c equals b the value of ~ ri ven by e~uation 
(17) is M:l- 1 ~ » a fixed quantity for a de inite point 
on any parallel circle. mhus through a po int on an 
parallel circle t a eeodesics pass under U',I £ , one in 
the first 3'1d one in the t o'll.yt8. ('tladrant . "-
It is interesting to note that since the anele 
'lhich the r;~('\(;f'~i Cs of this case make "'ith the parallel 
circles is w-'Lf, the~ form the boundary between the 
rer ions in ~hi ch the eeo e14 ~" of cases and B lie. "he 
accomr>anyine diar;ram sho ~s th"" re .... ions in '.7hich the 
g eo des i c soc t' s e s '. and B may 1 i e • !\. B is a seem e n t of 
a parallel circle C.~D, a secment of a . eridian scction 
and EPF 3nd GPH are he eo esies of case three tlroneh 
the oint P. 
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